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Introduction

Congratulations on your purchase of the NOOK Tablet, NOOK Color, or NOOK
Simple Touch™, Barnes & Noble’s (simply B&N from here on) ebook readers. The
NOOK Tablet, released in November 2011, is a souped-up NOOK Color, which itself
debuted in November 2010. Both NOOK Tablet and NOOK Color feature multitouch
VividView color screens—VividView is B&N lingo for a full-color touch screen. The
NOOK Simple Touch, which first went on sale in June 2011, features an E Ink read-
ing display that bears a remarkable resemblance to paper. The NOOK Tablet and
NOOK Color resemble a tablet like the iPad or Samsung Galaxy in many ways, but
B&N has intentionally focused it as an ereading device without the full set of features
to be found in a tablet. This focuses attention on the reading experience of books,
newspapers, and magazines while keeping the price down. The NOOK Tablet and
NOOK Color are an attempt to balance the features of the tablet with the immersive
experience of reading. The NOOK Tablet and NOOK Color can hold approximately
6,000 books out-of-the-box. (The original NOOK can hold approximately 1,500
books.) In other words, if you read one book per week, your NOOK Tablet can hold
enough books for almost 116 years of reading, and if you add a microSD card to your
NOOK Color, you can easily hold enough books for many lifetimes!

The NOOK Simple Touch is a simple-to-use device slightly bigger than a paperback.
Because it is not backlit, you can easily read a book in bright sunlight with very little
glare. Also, its E Ink screen is less than ideal for reading graphic-intensive books, but
for reading the latest mystery or newspapers, it is an excellent device that can go any-
where and is easy on the eyes.

TIP: Many NOOK Tablet owners refer to other NOOK Tablet owners as NOOKies.

This book is intended to give you all the information you need to get the most out of
your NOOK, whichever version you have, and the associated supporting applications.
You not only learn how to use your NOOK Tablet, NOOK Color, and NOOK, but you
also learn all the best places to get books and other content. After you’ve learned all
the great resources available for books, you’ll quickly find that you need a way to
organize your ebooks, so you also learn how to do that using a free tool called
Calibre.



By the time you finish this book, you’ll be comfortable with all aspects of your
NOOK Tablet, NOOK Color, and NOOK. Following are some of the many things you
can learn how to do in this book:

. Add your own pictures for use as a wallpaper or screensaver.

. Use the B&N’s unique LendMe feature to lend and borrow books.

. Play music, audiobooks, podcasts, and more.

. Watch video, including Netflix and Hulu Plus.

. Read your ebooks on your iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad, and computer.

. Get books (many free) from many sources on the Internet and load them
onto your NOOK Tablet, NOOK Color, and NOOK.

. Manage all your ebooks, and update author and title information if needed.

. Automatically download full-color covers for your books that display on
your NOOK Tablet, NOOK Color, and NOOK.

. Use your NOOK Tablet or NOOK Color to browse the Web.

. Use your NOOK Tablet or NOOK Color to read enhanced books and chil-
dren’s books. With the NOOK Tablet, you can even record your own read-
ings of your child’s favorite books.

. Use highlights, annotations, and bookmarks.

. Learn how to publish your books using B&N’s PubIt feature.

. Install third-party applications on your NOOK Tablet, NOOK Color, or
NOOK to add functionality to it.

This book is divided into three parts:

. Part I, “NOOK Tablet and NOOK Color,” focuses exclusively on using the
NOOK Tablet and NOOK Color. The NOOK Tablet and NOOK Color are
nearly identical, with the NOOK Tablet having a slightly richer set of fea-
tures. Thus, while reading this part, when I write about the NOOK Tablet,
you can read it for either the NOOK Tablet or NOOK Color. I will call out
those aspects where the two devices differ in functionality or features.

. Part II, “NOOK,” focuses on using the NOOK Simple Touch.

. Part III, “Beyond the NOOKs,” focuses on using the NOOK-related apps,
Calibre, and B&N’s PubIt.

ixIntroduction



Mixed in with all this, you can find plenty of tips and tricks to help you get the most
from your NOOK Tablet, NOOK Color, and NOOK.

x The NOOK Book

NOTE: Writing this book presents a unique challenge. The E Ink NOOK has
some limitations with images. Although the images do appear, complex images
or images with lots of information can be tedious to see. The NOOK Tablet and
NOOK Color, however, present images in a much better fashion, as do the
related NOOK Apps™. Hence, for all aspects of the NOOK Tablet and NOOK
Color and NOOK Apps, the use of images will be more substantial than with the
NOOK Simple Touch chapters.

NOTE: Throughout this book, you will encounter the terms ebook and NOOK
Book™. ebook will be used generically. NOOK Books is what B&N calls its ver-
sion of ebooks that it sells through B&N. These are still ebooks, and NOOK
Book is more of a marketing piece, but the distinction is useful because only
NOOK Books sync between devices and support social features. Also, only
NOOK Books are visible in My NOOK Library on BN.com.

It’s my hope that you don’t have any questions about using your NOOK after reading
this book, but if you do, please don’t hesitate to send me email at NOOK@patrick-
kanouse.com. I’ll gladly help if I can.

Thank you for buying The NOOK Book!



CHAPTER 3

Reading on Your NOOK
Tablet and Beyond

Although your NOOK Tablet has many unique features and capabilities, its primary
purpose is for reading ebooks and other content. One of the benefits of owning a
NOOK Tablet is that you can carry a complete library with you everywhere you go. If
you don’t happen to have your NOOK Tablet with you, you can also read your
ebooks on your PC, Mac, iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Android phone, and Blackberry.

Various forms of content are available to read on your NOOK Tablet—NOOK Books
and other EPUB files, along with PDFs; Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint files;
and plain text files. Appendix A, “Understanding ebook Formats,” explains more
about the details of ebook formats. You are probably already familiar with Microsoft
documents, though you can use either the DOC or DOCX formats (and the corre-
sponding XLS or XLSX and PPT or PPTX formats) used in all versions of Word.

Browsing Your Library
The two main places for content on your NOOK Tablet are Home screen and Library.
The Home screen is a quick and easy way to see content that you are reading now or
access often. When I am reading a book, I make sure it appears on the Home screen,
but when I finish it, I go to the Library to find my next read.

The Home Screen
The Home screen includes the Daily Shelf, covers you have placed on the Home
pages, and other ways to access your content. (See the section “The Home Screen” in
Chapter 1, “Getting Started with Your NOOK Tablet,” for a complete review of the
options.)

The Daily Shelf shows the most recent downloads on the left with less recent down-
loads on the right. Swipe left or right to see more of the Daily Shelf.

To open an ebook, magazine, or newspaper from the Home screen, tap the cover. The
ebook, magazine, or newspaper opens to the last page that you were on when you
closed it. However, NOOK Kids books always open from the beginning.
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TIP: On an open space of the Home page, double-tap to have the book, maga-
zine, newspaper, and other icons align in a grid format. Alternatively, press and
hold on a blank area of the screen, and then tap Clean Up This Panel to
achieve the same result.

The Home screen has three Home pages. (You can see which page you are on at the
top, just beneath the Keep Reading bar by the three dots—the white one is the Home
page you are on.) You can add icons to the Home pages (not the Daily Shelf) by tap-
ping and dragging a cover from the Daily Shelf. In the Library, you can press and
hold a cover and then tap Add to Home from the menu that appears. 

To remove an item from a Home page, press and hold the cover. Tap Remove from
Home from the menu that appears. This also works for the Daily Shelf.

To place an item on a different Home page, press and drag the cover over to the far
right or left edge of the screen. The cover will slide to the next page. Release the
cover.

NOTE: If you have difficulty moving the last cover from a Home page to another,
the best way to do that is to drag the cover down to the Daily Shelf, swipe to
the Home page you want it on, and then drag it from the Daily Shelf to the
Home page.

Finally, you can remove an item from the Daily Shelf by pressing and holding the
cover. Tap Remove from Home from the menu that appears.

The Library
The Library contains all the content you’ve purchased from B&N and the content you
have sideloaded (see Figure 3.1). This includes not only ebooks you’ve purchased, but
also magazine and newspaper subscriptions, sample books, videos, music, Microsoft
documents, PDFs, ebooks purchased from other sources, and free books downloaded
from B&N and other sites.

To go to the Library, tap Library on the Quick Nav Bar. When at the Library, a set of
buttons to choose from are always available:

. Books: Tapping this displays the full list of ebooks on your NOOK Tablet,
whether from B&N or other sources.

. Magazines: Tapping this displays the full list of magazines on your NOOK
Tablet, whether from B&N or other sources.



. Newspapers: Tapping this displays the full list of newspapers on your
NOOK Tablet, whether from B&N or other sources.

. Apps: Tapping this displays the apps you have installed on your NOOK
Tablet.

. Kids: Tapping this displays the apps and books categorized for kids.

. My Stuff: Tapping this gives you access to shelves you’ve made, your files,
LendMe, Archived items, and Everything Else, which means content not
supported on the NOOK Tablet (some textbooks, files not supported, and 
so on).
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FIGURE 3.1 The Library where all your books and content are stored.

NOTE: For more information on using My NOOK Library on bn.com, see Chapter
23, “Using My NOOK Library.”

If you purchase a book using the Shop on your NOOK Tablet, that book is automati-
cally downloaded to your NOOK Tablet within a few minutes. If you purchase an
ebook from B&N using your computer, the ebook is added to My NOOK Library on
bn.com, but it isn’t downloaded to your NOOK Tablet automatically—though the



cover appears. You can tell it was not downloaded because a green Download icon
appears on the bottom of the cover. Tap the cover to download the NOOK Book.
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CAUTION: If you plan to be away from Wi-Fi hotspots, you should make sure
that the items that appear in My NOOK Library have actually been downloaded
to your NOOK Tablet.

Many options exist here, so work your way through each button and the myriad
actions you can take in interacting with the Library. 

Books
This is the default location after you tap Library from the Quick Nav Bar or Books,
My Library from the Media Bar. If you have tapped Newspapers or one of the other
buttons, and then tapping Library from the Quick Nav Bar takes you to the last button
you were on (see Figure 3.2). Note that all files placed in the microSD card’s My
Files\Books folder are shown here along with all NOOK Books and documents in the
NOOK Tablet’s My Files\Books folder or NOOK Tablet’s Digital Editions folder.

FIGURE 3.2 Sort your library by one of these choices.

At the top of the screen, you have the Sort and View buttons. Tapping the Sort button
enables you to sort your ebooks by Title, Author, or Most Recent, which means either
read or added (see Figure 3.2). The View by default is Grid view. Scroll up or down



to view the library. The Grid view option is a series of nine squares (see Figure 3.3).
Below that, you have Shelf view (you swipe left or right to view the entire shelf),
Large List view, and Small List view. You can work with various Sorts and Views.
For example, if you have 10 novels by Donna Leon and you sort by Author and view
by Shelf view, all of Donna Leon’s books appear on a shelf. Large List view shows a
medium size cover, the full title, and the author. Small List view does the same, but
with a small cover.

In general, sorting by title and using Shelf view is impractical (it’s essentially a 
Large List view) because most titles are different. Table 3.1 shows some useful 
combinations.
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FIGURE 3.3 View your library in one of these views.

TABLE 3.1 Recommended Sort and View Combinations

Sort View Comments

Most Recent Shelf Shows the ebooks in Today, Yesterday, and
date shelves

Author Shelf Shows the ebooks in shelves by author

Title Grid Shows the ebooks with large covers in a 
scrollable grid format

Title Large/Small Shows the ebooks with covers and author
List information in a scrollable list format



From the Books part of the Library, you can interact with your ebooks in two ways.
First, you can just tap the cover to open the ebook. Second, if you tap and hold the
cover, a pop-up menu appears (see Figure 3.4) with several options:
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FIGURE 3.4 The pop-up menu that appears after pressing and holding a cover.

. Read: This option is only available if you have downloaded the NOOK
Book. Tapping this option opens the ebook for reading.

. Download: This option is only available if you have not yet downloaded the
NOOK Book. Tapping this option downloads the NOOK Book assuming
you have a Wi-Fi connection enabled.

. View Details: Tapping this option opens a screen with many options (see
Figure 3.5). See “The View Details Screen” section for more about this
screen and its options.

. Full Version Available: This option appears for NOOK Book samples.
Tapping it takes you to the View Details screen.

. Recommend: Just like Recommend It from the View Details screen, you
can recommend an ebook. For more information on the Recommend feature,
see Chapter 10, “Using the Social Features of Your NOOK Tablet.”



. Add to Home: This option lets you add it to the Home page with a single
tap.

. Add to Shelf: This option lets you add it to a shelf. An Add to Shelf screen
appears. You can tap an existing shelf to add that ebook to that shelf.
Alternatively, you can tap Add to a New Shelf. The Create New Shelf screen
appears. Type in the shelf name and tap Save. The shelf is created and that
ebook is added to that shelf. You can add ebooks to multiple shelves.

. Remove from Shelf: This option lets you remove the ebook from a shelf. If
you tap Remove from Shelf, the Select Self screen appears and displays all
the shelves this ebook is in. Tap the shelf you want to remove this ebook
from.
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FIGURE 3.5 The View Details screen.

. Archive: This option lets you archive a NOOK Book. This removes it from
ready access, though it does not remove it from your My NOOK Library at
B&N. If the NOOK Book is already archived, this option reads Unarchive.
Tapping it unarchives the NOOK Book.
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TIP: You can manage your ebook library (including archiving and unarchiving
items) using My NOOK Library at bn.com. My NOOK Library is covered in detail
in Chapter 23.

. LendMe: As in the View Details screen, you can lend a NOOK Book from
this menu. For more information on the LendMe feature, see Chapter 5,
“Lending and Borrowing Books with LendMe on Your NOOK Tablet.”

. Delete: This option lets you delete items. If it is B&N content (for example,
a NOOK book), the content will be deleted from your NOOK Library—
meaning you cannot redownload it or read it on other devices. If the content
is additional content that you added (for example, a Project Gutenberg
ebook), the content is deleted from the device—you can put it back on later.
In short, be careful with this option. When you tap delete, you are asked to
confirm that you do indeed want to delete it.

Books, magazines, and newspapers purchased from B&N often have notices on the
cover regarding them:

. New: This is a recent NOOK Book you have purchased and not yet 
downloaded.

. LendMe: This NOOK Book can be lent to a friend.

. Borrowed: You have borrowed this NOOK Book from a friend. The number
of days left (out of 14) is in a small, gray circle at the bottom right of the
cover.

. Lent: You have lent this NOOK Book to a friend. The number of days left
(out of 14) is in a small, gray circle at the bottom right of the cover.

. Sample: This is only a portion of the NOOK Book to give you a chance to
review before you buy.

. Download: The NOOK Book is not yet downloaded. Tap the cover to down-
load it.

The View Details Screen
B&N has expanded the number of actions you can take from the View Details screen
for B&N content. If it is a NOOK Book, you see the star rating from B&N. Tapping
the Read button opens the ebook for reading. (Alternatively, if you have not down-
loaded the NOOK Book yet, you can tap Download to download the NOOK Book.)



Tap LendMe to see the LendMe screen. For more information on the LendMe feature,
see Chapter 5.

Tap Share to see options for Recommend, Rate and Review, Like on Facebook, and
LendMe (if available for that particular title). For more information on the
Recommend, Rate and Review, and Like on Facebook features, see Chapter 10. For
more information on the LendMe feature, see Chapter 5.

The Overview tab provides text describing the ebook. If you tap the up-pointing
arrow at the bottom, you see other available B&N content by other customers who
have purchased the same item, by the same author, or in the same series (see Figure
3.6). Tap a cover or icon to be taken to a View Details screen for that item (including
an option to purchase or sample the content).
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FIGURE 3.6 The View Details screen showing what other customers have purchased.

If the NOOK Book is a sample or borrowed (for more information related to shop-
ping and sampling NOOK Books, see Chapter 11, “Shopping and Visiting B&N on
Your NOOK Tablet”), you can tap Read Sample (or just Read for borrowed NOOK
Books) to read the sample or tap the Price button and then tap Confirm to purchase
the NOOK Book.

Tap Manage to Archive, Unarchive, or Delete the content.



Tap Customer Reviews to see what other customers have posted about the NOOK
Book (see Figure 3.7). From here you can “like” the book on BN.com, write and post
a review, or just read what others have to say. You can sort the comments by tapping
the Most Helpful drop-down list and tapping another option. If you find any of the
reviews helpful (or not), you can tap Yes or No for that review. If you think the
review is off base for any number of reasons (see Figure 3.8), tap Report This
Review, tap the reason, and then tap Send to report the review to B&N, who may
remove the review.
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FIGURE 3.7 The Customer Reviews tab.

Tap Editorial Reviews to see what professional reviewers say (for example, excerpts
from The New York Times Book Review or Kirkus Reviews).

Magazines
This is where B&N places all your magazines (as opposed to newspapers) that you
purchase from B&N (see Figure 3.9). Also, if you placed any files in either the
NOOK Tablet’s Magazines folder or in the microSD card’s My Files\Magazines
folder, those documents are shown here as well. You have the same options here as
you do with the Books section.



FIGURE 3.8 The options when you flag a review as problematic.
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FIGURE 3.9 The Magazines screen.



For magazine subscriptions, you probably have multiple issues here. (More than one
cover is stacked one on top of the other.) To open and read an issue, tap the cover,
which opens a screen and shows all available issues. Tap the cover of the issue you
want to open and read. 

Newspapers
This is where B&N places all your newspapers (as opposed to magazines) that you
purchase from B&N (see Figure 3.10). Also, if you have placed any files in either the
NOOK Tablet’s Newspapers folder or in the microSD card’s My Files\Newspapers
folder, those documents are shown here as well. You have the same options here as
you do with the Books section.
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FIGURE 3.10 The Newspapers screen.

For newspaper subscriptions, you probably have multiple issues here. (More than one
cover is stacked one on top of the other.) To open and read an issue, tap the cover,
which opens a screen and shows all available issues. Tap the cover of the issue you
want to open and read.

Apps
This is where B&N places all your apps that you purchase from B&N (see Figure
3.11). Tap Check for Updates to see if any apps have been updated and install those



updates. See Chapter 8, “Streaming Netflix and Hulu Plus Videos and Playing
Videos,” and Chapter 9, “Using NOOK Apps and Surfing the Web,” for more infor-
mation on apps and the video apps specifically.
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FIGURE 3.11 The Apps screen.

Kids
This is where B&N places all your content (apps, books, whatever) that you purchase
from B&N (see Figure 3.12) related to kids. See Chapter 4, “Reading and Using
NOOK Books for Kids Features,” for more information about NOOK Books for kids.

My Stuff
This menu enables you to select from several other ways to interact with your library.
Here is where you access archived content, content you have sideloaded, shelves you
have used to organize your content, and the LendMe functions.

My Shelves
The NOOK Tablet enables you to organize your ebooks into categories, or shelves,
that you can name (see Figure 3.13). If you have a lot of ebooks and you want to 
categorize them beyond just author name, title, and most recent, this is how you can
do it.



FIGURE 3.12 The Kids screen.
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FIGURE 3.13 The My Shelves view.



My Shelves shows you any existing shelves. (Two exist by default: Favorites and
Archived.) To add a shelf, tap Create New Shelf. The Create New Shelf screen
appears. Type the name of the shelf and tap Save.

You can also edit existing shelves by tapping Edit next to the shelf you want to edit
(see Figure 3.14). Here you can do several things. A listing of titles appears. To add
titles to this shelf, tap the check box next to the title so that a check mark appears.
Tap Save to add those titles to the shelf. Tapping Remove, instead, removes those
titles from the shelf. Tap Rename to rename the shelf.
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FIGURE 3.14 Edit existing shelves.

My Files
My Files lets you access files on the NOOK Tablet internal memory or on the
microSD card. The view defaults to the files on your NOOK Tablet. Tap Memory
Card, which appears only if a microSD card is installed, to access the files there.

The folder structure on the NOOK Tablet and on the microSD card is straightforward,
as shown in Figure 3.15. You can view either the folders and files with small or large
folder icons by tapping the View icon. Books, Magazines, and Newspapers have
already been covered because they appear in the appropriate locations in the Library.
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FIGURE 3.15 Two views of the My Shelves screen.

Interacting with documents, music, and videos is covered in the appropriate sections
throughout this book.

LendMe
For more information on the LendMe feature, see Chapter 5.

The Sync button forces a sync with My NOOK Library, downloading any new con-
tent, and so on. You can also tap the Search Library box to search your library for
particular books and such.

How Can I Delete Sideloaded Content Because There Isn’t a Menu
Option for Removing It?

Sideloaded content—ebooks and documents not purchased from BN.com—
must be deleted by connecting your NOOK Tablet to your computer and remov-
ing the content. The easiest way to manage your sideloaded content is to use
Calibre, a free ebook management application. Calibre is covered in Chapter
22, “Managing Your ebooks with Calibre.”

NOTE: Adobe Digital Editions (ADE) ebooks also appear in the Books section of
the Library. For more information about ADE ebooks, see Appendix A.



Everything Else
This option shows you all content not supported on the NOOK Tablet. Examples
include NOOK Textbooks, some magazine content, and ebooks in the incorrect 
format.

Archived
This is a listing of all your archived content. When you tap Archive in the View
Details screen or tap Archive after pressing and holding the cover, you relegate the
content to here. If you are also on BN.com at My NOOK Library and archive an app
or book, it can be found here.

The goal of this list is to provide quick and easy access to archived material so that
you can unarchive it if necessary.

Reading NOOK Books on Your 
NOOK Tablet
If you open a NOOK Book or sideloaded EPUB file for the first time, after you select
it, you are taken to the starting point that the publisher has chosen for that item. This
might or might not be the first page. For example, some ebooks open on the first page
of Chapter 1. Other ebooks open on the cover or title page. The publisher of the book
decides which page is visible when you first open an ebook.

If you are opening a NOOK Book that you have read on the NOOK Tablet before in
any of the NOOK Apps, NOOK Study™, or original NOOK, you are taken to the last
location you were reading. If you open a sideloaded EPUB file you have read on the
NOOK Tablet before, it opens to the last page you were on in the NOOK Tablet. In
other words, non-B&N content does not sync across applications.

As you’re reading, swipe right across the page to go to the previous page or swipe left
across the page to go to the next page.

Of course, there’s more to reading books than just reading, right? Figure 3.16 shows
the reading screen and the Reading Tools available. To see the Reading Tools, quickly
tap the reading screen.

Following are features of the Reading Tools:

. Bookmark: Tap this to add a bookmark. Chapter 6, “Using Highlights,
Bookmarks, and Annotations,” covers using bookmarks in detail.

. Scroll Bar: Drag this to quickly slide through the book.

. Go to Page: Tap this to enter a specific page number to go directly to that
page.
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. Go Back: When you use the Go to Page option, after you have advanced to
that page, you can tap Go Back to take you right back to the location where
you just were—kind of like flipping back and forth between two channels
on your TV remote.

. Reading Tools Bar: This bar has six buttons: Content, Find, Share, Text,
Brightness, and Discover. You see each of these buttons in action in the fol-
lowing sections.
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FIGURE 3.16 The reading interface.

To exit the Reading Tools, tap anywhere on the reading screen without those tools
appearing.

Finally, while reading, you can press and hold on a word. The Text Selection toolbar
appears (see Figure 3.17). If you want to select more than that single word, drag the
selection highlight to the end of the block of text you want to select. For the
Highlight, Notes, and Look Up buttons, see Chapter 6. For the Share button, see
Chapter 10. Looking up and finding words is discussed in the “Looking Up Words”
section of this chapter.



FIGURE 3.17 The Text Selection toolbar.

Fixing Reading Orientation
With your NOOK Tablet, you can read in either portrait or landscape mode. The
NOOK Tablet switches between these two modes depending on how you hold the
NOOK Tablet—flip it sideways to have it shift to landscape, or flip it upright to dis-
play in portrait mode. However, if you want to fix the mode so that even if you flip
the NOOK Tablet on its side or upright it remains in the same mode, when you flip
the NOOK Tablet, you see a small Lock icon when you shift it back and forth (see
Figure 3.18). Tap the Lock icon to lock reading in that mode. Note that this applies to
all NOOK Books. To unlock, just rotate the NOOK Tablet until you see the Unlock
icon and tap that icon.

Changing the Text Font and Text Size
Your NOOK Tablet enables you to easily change the text font and text size while
reading. To change the font or the text size, tap the reading screen, and then tap Text
on the Reading Tools bar (see Figure 3.19).

Your NOOK Tablet supports eight text sizes, represented by the A. The current text
size A is colored teal. Tap the A for the size you want. You can see the text size
adjust behind the text menu. Adjust the text size to whichever size you want.
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FIGURE 3.18 Tap the Lock button to keep reading this book in portrait mode, even if
you place the NOOK Tablet on its side.
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Lock button

FIGURE 3.19 Use this screen to adjust the font size among other things.

The current font selected is highlighted in teal and has a small arrow to the left of the
font name. To change the text font, tap the Font you want. The text adjusts to the new



font behind the text menu. You have six fonts to choose from, and you can see a rep-
resentation of them in the Font selection. (Scroll to see all the fonts.) 

. You cannot change the text font if the publisher created the content with a
specific font embedded in it.

. You cannot change the text font for PDF files. If the creator of the PDF file
embedded a particular font, your NOOK Tablet uses that font. Otherwise, it
uses the default font.

. Some ebooks consist of pages scanned as images, usually as PDF files. You
cannot change the text font for these ebooks.
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NOTE: Tapping Publisher Defaults to On changes all settings on this screen to
the options chosen by the Publisher for all content that you read. You can tog-
gle that back to Off at anytime.

Changing the Color Theme, Line Spacing,
Margins, and Brightness
Your NOOK Tablet enables you to change the color scheme, space between lines, and
margins while reading. To change these, tap the reading screen, and then tap Text on
the Reading Tools bar. The current theme selected is highlighted in teal and has a
small arrow to the left of the theme name.

Tap the Theme box to change the color settings for the background and text. You
have six options ranging from Day (black on white) to Night (white on black). Tap
your choice. The reading screen changes to reflect that, so choose any you like.

TIP: With Butter, the background screen is not so white. However, if you read at
night with no ambient light, you might prefer the Night or Gray option. 

The Line Spacing options are similar to using single-space or double-space. The cur-
rent selection is in a teal color, and you have three options. Tap the option you want.
The reading screen adjusts.

The Margin options determine the amount of white space on the right and left sides of
the text. The current selection is in a teal color, and you have three options. Tap the
option you want. The reading screen adjusts.

To adjust the Brightness of the screen, tap Brightness. You see the familiar scrollbar
that you can tap and drag to the desired brightness.



Looking Up Words
One of the most convenient features of your NOOK Tablet is to quickly look up the
definitions of words you don’t know. If you’re reading a book and encounter a word
you don’t know or are curious about, press and hold on that word until the Text
Selection toolbar appears. Tap Look Up. A window appears with a dictionary entry
(see Figure 3.20). You can also tap Wikipedia or Google. Tapping either takes you to
the browser, opens up the corresponding website, and enters that word as the search
criteria. (Tap the Keep Reading link Status bar to return quickly to your book.) If you
want, you can look up another word by tapping in the Edit Your Search box and edit-
ing the word and tapping Search.
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FIGURE 3.20 Your dictionary goes wherever your NOOK Tablet goes.

NOTE: Looking up words is not supported for certain types of ebooks:

. Magazines (Although magazines that “function” more like newspapers allow
you to look up words.)

. ADE PDFs and PDFs

. NOOK Books for Kids



To search your ebook for a specific word or phrase, tap the Search button, and then
type the text you want to search. A keyboard and text entry box appear. Type your
search words and tap Search. If it finds your word, your NOOK Tablet displays the
locations of that word in a scrollable window (see Figure 3.21). The scrollable win-
dow provides a bit of context. Tap the location of the word you want to go to. You are
taken to that location, the word is highlighted, the scrollable window disappears, but
you still see the search text box. You can tap the bottom-left button to re-display the
scrollable window, or you can tap the left or right keys next to the search word to go
to and highlight the next appearance of that word. Tap the X or tap the reading screen
to exit search mode. If you want to search for a different word or phrase, tap in the
box that contains your original search term.

Finally, if you select a word while reading, from the Text Selection toolbar, you can
tap Find. Your NOOK Tablet performs a search for that word or phrase in that ebook,
displaying the results like any other search.
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FIGURE 3.21 Searching your ebook is easy.

TIP: Typing lots of uppercase letters? Tap the Shift key twice. (It has a white
highlight around the key.) This enables you to enter only uppercase letters. Tap
the Shift key again to release the caps lock.



Reading Enhanced NOOK Books
Enhanced NOOK Books feature video and audio directly within the ebook. When
shopping for these ebooks at BN.com, look for the NOOK Book enhanced™ designa-
tion. The cover of the NOOK Book also has a tag with video or audio showing.

When reading one of these enhanced NOOK Books, you will encounter the enhanced
material, as shown in Figure 3.22.
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FIGURE 3.22 Here’s a page with enhanced content.

Tap the Play button on the content. Once you do, you’ll notice the controls as they
appear here change up a bit to account for the rest of the actions you can take. Tap the
Play button again to pause the video, and tap the Pause button to restart the video.
Use the scrollbar to scroll to a specific location. Tap the Expand button (four arrows
pointing away from each other) to make the video full screen; then you can switch
between portrait and landscape mode for viewing if you want.

NOTE: You cannot sample enhanced NOOK Books from B&N.
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NOTE: Enhanced NOOK Books at this time work only on your NOOK Tablet or
NOOK Color. If you own a regular NOOK, you will see it listed in the Everything
Else list, but you will not be able to download it. On the NOOK App for iPad, you
will see it as a title, but when you try to download it, you are informed that it is
not yet supported on the iPad.

Reading Magazines and Comics on
Your NOOK Tablet
In addition to books, B&N provides magazine subscriptions and comics for your
NOOK Tablet. B&N automatically delivers subscription content to your NOOK
Tablet if a Wi-Fi connection is available. (For now, you purchase comics individu-
ally.) For more information on subscribing to content on your NOOK Tablet, see
Chapter 11.

B&N recognizes that many magazines and comics are more image-intensive than
ebooks, and the NOOK Tablet takes full advantage of that to display a rich reading
environment for magazines. Often, magazines are read in landscape mode, though
portrait mode works as well. 

NOTE: Some magazines function more like newspapers (for example, The New
York Review of Books), so if you encounter a magazine like that, use the
“Reading Newspapers on Your NOOK Tablet” section for more appropriate
instructions.

CAUTION: Some magazines (for example, The New Yorker) work only on the orig-
inal NOOK or NOOK Simple Touch.

Because magazines differ, you might encounter a range of reading interfaces. The
“standard” interface described for National Geographic is quite common and standard
for comics. However, many magazines feature enhanced content such as videos, inter-
active graphics, and so on. These activities (see Figure 3.23) use standard gestures to
interact with, but the “standard” options may not be available.

When you open a magazine or comic, you can use pinch and zoom techniques to nar-
row in on pages. If you tap the page, you see the Thumbnail view at the bottom of the
page (see Figure 3.24). This is a thumbnail of each page that you can scroll through.
Tap the thumbnail to go to that page.



FIGURE 3.23 A magazine with enhanced content.
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FIGURE 3.24 Scroll through a magazine’s pages in Thumbnail view.



Pinching and zooming and dragging can be tedious for reading articles, and this is
where the Article View comes in handy. When you see that button, tap Article View,
and a secondary reading window opens on top of the magazine (see Figure 3.25).
This is the text of the article (with an opening image) that you can scroll through to
read more easily. Tap the X to close Article View. The good news is that your NOOK
Tablet remembers where you were in the article, so if you tap Article View again for
that article, it takes you to where you last stopped reading. You can also swipe left
and right to navigate from article to article.
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NOTE: I found that reading comics was best in portrait mode.

FIGURE 3.25 Reading an article.

While in Article View, if you tap the screen in the article, a Reading Tools bar
appears (see Figure 3.26). This functions the same.

NOTE: Comics do not have an Article View.



FIGURE 3.26 The Reading Tools bar in a magazine.

The Content option provides a table of contents for the magazine with brief descrip-
tions of each article (see Figure 3.27). The Text and Brightness options are identical,
excepting the Publisher Default option, as the Text and Brightness options for ebooks. 
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FIGURE 3.27 The contents of a magazine.



Reading Newspapers on Your 
NOOK Tablet
In addition to books, B&N provides newspaper subscriptions for your NOOK Tablet.
B&N automatically delivers subscription content to your NOOK Tablet if a Wi-Fi
connection is available.

For more information on subscribing to content on your NOOK Tablet, see
Chapter 11.

Unlike books, newspaper content isn’t presented in a linear format. Content is often
presented as article headlines followed by a small synopsis of each article (see Figure
3.28). To read the specific article, tap the headline for that article. After an article is
open, use swipe left and right gestures to navigate between pages just as you do when
reading a book.

Tapping the screen displays the Reading Tools, which are the same as the ebook Read
Tools (see Figure 3.29).
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FIGURE 3.28 Reading a newspaper.



FIGURE 3.29 The Reading Tools bar is the same for ebooks and newspapers.

Many newspapers set their contents to go from section to section. Tap the Content
button and tap the section (scroll if you need to) to go to that section (see Figure
3.30), where you can see a list of articles.
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FIGURE 3.30 Use the Contents feature to navigate quickly from section to section.

Newspaper content often contains links that make navigating the content easier. For
example, when reading The New York Times, you can move to the next or previous
articles (as available) by tapping Previous Article or Next Article.



For more information on subscription content, including when your NOOK Tablet
automatically deletes subscription content, see Chapter 11.

Reading Microsoft Office and Other
Documents on Your NOOK Tablet
Beyond the NOOK Books, magazines, ebooks from other sources, and newspapers
you can read, on your NOOK Tablet you can also read Microsoft Office documents,
HTML files, and PDFs.

Reading Microsoft Office Documents
Your NOOK Tablet has Quickoffice Lite installed, which is an application running on
your NOOK Tablet that can open and read Microsoft Office documents. 
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NOTE: You cannot edit the content of Office documents on your NOOK Tablet.

A great thing about this is you don’t have to worry about which version of Word or
Excel you have, you can open them up so long as they are valid Office documents.
Have Word 2010 DOCX files? You can open these as easily as you open Word 2003
DOC files. No worries either between Mac or PC.

To open an Office document, tap Library from the Quick Nav Bar and tap My Files.
You can then navigate to the location on either the NOOK Tablet or microSD card
where your Office document is located. (Generally, these are in the My Files\
Documents folder.) 

You see a listing of files. You have two options at this point. Tapping the File icon
opens the file. Pressing and holding the File icon displays a menu with Read, View
Details, and Add to Shelf options, which are familiar options previously described in
the chapter.

The different types of Office documents have some similar and some different options
available when you open them, so now look at them individually.

Word
After the Word document opens, the Status bar adds two icons: Return and Reading
Tools (see Figure 3.31). Tap the Return icon to undo the most recent action. (For
example, if you tap it immediately after opening the document, you return to the
folder from which you opened it.) 



FIGURE 3.31 Reading Word documents on your NOOK Tablet.

Tap the Reading Tools icon to see a list of options:

. Search: Searches for words or phrases in the document.

. Page View: Displays individual pages versus continually flowing text. This
option is available only when you are in Reflow view. 

. Reflow View: Displays the text in continually flowing text. This option is
available only when you are in Page view.

. Go to Page: Tap this and type the page number you want to go directly to.
This option is available only when you are in Page view.

. Information: Offers three choices: Properties, which displays some basic
information about the document, Upgrade to Edit, which takes you to the
B&N app store to purchase a full version of Quickoffice Pro, and About,
which displays information about Quickoffice Lite.

While reading Word documents in either Page or Reflow view, you can use pinch and
zoom to zoom in and out of the document. If you tap the reading screen, two zoom
control buttons appear at the bottom of the page.
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Excel
After the Excel document opens, the Status bar adds two icons: Return and Reading
Tools. Tap the Return icon to undo the most recent action. (For example, if you tap it
immediately after opening the document, you return to the folder from which you
opened it.) 

Tap the Reading Tools icon to see a list of options (see Figure 3.32):

. Search: Searches for words or phrases in the document.

. Go to Cell: Opens a text entry screen. Type the cell (for example, D1) that
you want to go to. The cell is then selected.

. Information: Offers three choices: Properties, which displays some basic
information about the document, Upgrade to Edit, which takes you to the
B&N app store to purchase a full version of Quickoffice Pro, and About,
which displays information about Quickoffice Lite.

While reading Excel documents, you can use pinch and zoom to zoom in and out of
the document. If you tap the reading screen, two zoom control buttons appear at the
bottom of the page.

The FX row at the top shows the formula or text in the selected cell. You cannot mod-
ify it, but you at least can see what is going into that cell.

If the spreadsheet has more than one sheet, at the bottom, tap the sheet you want to
go to.

PowerPoint
After the PowerPoint document opens, the Status bar adds two icons: Return and
Reading Tools. Tap the Return icon to undo the most recent action. (For example, if
you tap it immediately after opening the document, you return to the folder from
which you opened it.) 

Tap the Reading Tools icon to see a list of options (see Figure 3.33):

. Go to Slide: Tap this and type the slide number you want to go directly to.
This option is available only when you are in Page view.

. Start Slideshow: Start the slideshow. During the slideshow, which advances
automatically through the slides, if you tap the screen, a slide control bar
appears. Use this to pause or restart the slideshow or advance to the begin-
ning or end slides or back and forth to the next slide. The Reading Tool icon
also shows a Stop Slideshow button. 
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. Information: Offers three choices: Properties, which displays some basic
information about the document, Upgrade to Edit, which takes you to the
B&N app store to purchase a full version of Quickoffice Pro, and About,
which displays information about Quickoffice Lite.
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FIGURE 3.32 View Excel spreadsheets on your NOOK Tablet.

While reading PowerPoint documents, you can use pinch and zoom to zoom in and
out of the document. If you tap the reading screen, two zoom control buttons appear
at the bottom of the page. Advancing through the slides is either done by either swip-
ing (in portrait mode) or scrolling (in landscape mode).

Reading HTML Files
After you tap to open an HTML file, the HTML file is opened in the web browser.
For more information about using the web browser, see Chapter 9 for more informa-
tion.

Reading PDFs
This section is specifically about PDFs outside of Adobe Digital Editions PDFs (ADE
PDFs). ADE PDFs operate like regular ebooks.



FIGURE 3.33 Watch PowerPoint presentations on your NOOK Tablet.

On the NOOK Tablet, when you open a PDF, you have two options for reading that
PDF (see Figure 3.34). If you have installed an app that also reads PDFs (for exam-
ple, ezPDF Reader Pro), the option to open the PDF appears here as well. The Reader
and Quickoffice Lite offer slightly different reading options, so now explore both.
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FIGURE 3.34 Which app do you want to read your PDF in?

Reading PDFs with Quickoffice Lite
Similar to Office documents, when a PDF opens, the Return and Reading Tools icons
appear on the Status bar.



Tap the Reading Tools icon to see a list of options (see Figure 3.35):

. Fit Page: Tap this to have the page of the PDF fit within the entire screen.
This works in either portrait or landscape mode.

. Fit Width: Shows the PDF page to fit the width of that page. (In general,
this means that you get a closer view of the page, particularly in landscape
mode.) 

. Go to Page: Tap this and type the page number you want to go directly to.

. Send: Tap this to email the PDF. After you tap it, an email with the PDF
attached opens up. See Chapter 9 for more information about email.

. Updates: Takes you to the B&N app store to purchase a full version of
Quickoffice Pro.

. More: Offers two choices: Properties, which displays some basic informa-
tion about the document, and About, which displays information about
Quickoffice Lite.
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FIGURE 3.35 Reading a PDF document.

While reading PDF documents, you can use pinch and zoom to zoom in and out of
the document.



Reading PDFs with Reader
When you use Reader to read PDF documents, it mirrors more reading NOOK
Magazines and NOOK Books.

If you tap the page, you display the Reading Tools (see Figure 3.36):

. Thumbnails: You can scroll through the PDF like you can a magazine. Tap
the thumbnail of the page you want to go to.

. Scroll Bar: Drag this to quickly slide through the PDF.

. Go to Page: Tap this to enter a specific page number to go directly to that
page.

. Go Back: When you use the Go to Page option, after you have advanced to
that page, you can tap Go Back to take you back to the location where you
just were—kind of like flipping back and forth between two channels on
your TV remote.

. Reading Tools Bar: This bar has five buttons: Content, Find, Share,
Brightness, and Discover. The buttons function just like they do for NOOK
Books.
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FIGURE 3.36 Reading a PDF document with Reader.



While reading PDF documents, you can use pinch and zoom to zoom in and out of
the document. Finally, while reading, you can press and hold on a word. The Text
Selection Toolbar appears (see Figure 3.37). If you want to select more than that sin-
gle word, drag the selection highlight to the end of the block of text you want to
select. For the Highlight, Notes, and Look Up buttons, see Chapter 6. For the Share
button, see Chapter 10. The “Looking Up Words” section of this chapter discusses
looking up and finding words.
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FIGURE 3.37 Highlight text in a PDF.

The options function just like the corresponding functions in the NOOK Books. In
addition, you can freeze the orientation of a PDF just like a NOOK Book: When you
flip the NOOK Tablet, you see a small Lock icon. When you shift it back and forth,
tap the Lock icon to lock reading in that mode. This applies to all NOOK Books. To
unlock, just rotate the NOOK Tablet until you see the Unlock icon and tap that icon.

Reading Page Perfect Books
With the release of the NOOK Tablet and the update to the NOOK Color, B&N intro-
duced Page Perfect books. When you download the latest thriller, normally, what text
appears on what page is not all that important. But some ebooks require that the pre-
sentation in ebook format not shift based on the size of the text the reader wants,
where images fall, and so on. Thus, Page Perfect books preserve exactly how the
book is supposed to appear. These books function in many regards like the PDFs read
with the Reader in the previous section.

You open a Page Perfect book like any other. If you double-tap the screen, it zooms
into that portion of the book. Double-tap again to zoom out to the original size. If you



tap once, you see the Reading Tools along with a thumbnail of the pages like a maga-
zine (see Figure 3.38). 
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FIGURE 3.38 Reading a Page Perfect book.

All other functions of a Page Perfect book mirror reading a PDF in Reader.
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sideloading, 320-321

news subscriptions in, 322-323

searching for ebooks, 342
Caps Lock, 226
charging battery

in NOOK, 209

in NOOK Tablet, 6
chess, playing on NOOK Tablet, 125-126
cleaning touchscreen

on NOOK, 210

on NOOK Tablet, 9
clearing searches, 217
clock settings on NOOK, 215
comics, reading on NOOK Tablet, 61, 63

comparing Hulu Plus and Netflix, 109
Compose button (email), 132-133
composing email messages on NOOK

Tablet, 132
configuring

Calibre, 315-316

NOOK for PC app, 266

PubIt, 333-334

web browsing on NOOK Tablet, 
150-152

connections, Wi-Fi hotspots

for NOOK, 207-208

for NOOK Tablet, 5-6
Contacts app (NOOK Tablet), 126-128
content. See also ebooks

accessing on NOOK

Home Screen, 219-220

Library, 220-224

My Files, 225

deleting from NOOK, 223

loading into PubIt, 334-336
Contents view (NOOK Study app), 297
converting

ebooks with Calibre, 323

Word/TXT file for NOOK Color, 337
copying images to NOOK, 212
courses, creating in NOOK Study app, 291
cropping images for

wallpaper/screensavers, 346
crossword puzzles, playing on NOOK

Tablet, 128-129
custom aspect ratios, 346
custom locations for Calibre library, 315
customizing

NOOK

About Your Nook section, 213

Available Storage section, 213
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Battery section, 213

decals, 213

Device Info section, 213-214

Erase & Deregister Device
section, 214

Reader section, 215

SC Card section, 213

Screen section, 215

screensavers, 211-213

Search section, 217

Settings menu, 213

Shop section, 215

Social section, 216-217

Time section, 215

Wireless section, 214

NOOK Tablet

decals, 18

Device Info menu, 19-21

Home menu, 26

Keyboard menu, 26

Reader menu, 31

reading options, 57

Screen menu, 21-22

Search menu, 31-33

Security menu, 24

Settings screen, 18

Shop menu, 28-29

Social menu, 29-30

Sounds menu, 22-23

Time menu, 23

wallpaper, 15-18

D
The Daily Shelf, 37-38
DecalGirl skins, 18, 213

decals

for NOOK, 213

for NOOK Tablet, 18
definitions, looking up (NOOK), 228
deleting

content from NOOK, 223

notes/highlights in NOOK, 236-237

sideloaded content, 52, 225
Device Info menu

NOOK, 213-214

NOOK Tablet, 19-21
dictionary, looking up word definitions,

58-59
digital publications, opening from Home

screen, 37
digital rights management (DRM), 83,

231, 338
disabling Wi-Fi access, 214
disconnecting from Wi-Fi hotspots, 

6, 208
displaying thumbnails, NOOK Books 

for Kids, 78
Double Tap gesture, 205
downloading

content to My NOOK Library, 329

ebooks, 39

NOOK app, 257
drive letters in Windows, 321
DRM (digital rights management), 83,

231, 338
Dual Book view (NOOKStudy app), 295-

296

E
ebooks

adding to Calibre library, 316

borrowing

on NOOK, 234

on NOOK Color, 87
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changing font/size on NOOK, 227

converting with Calibre, 323

covers, adding in Calibre, 319-320

downloading, 39

editing metadata in Calibre, 317-319

enhanced NOOK Books, reading,
60-61

file formats

ADE (Adobe Digital Editions),
338-339

EPUB format, 338

for NOOK, 337

for NOOK Color, 337

from libraries, 341-343

importing into NOOK for PC app,
264-265

in EPUB format, sources for, 341

lending

on NOOK, 231-234

on NOOK Tablet, 83-91

LendMe books, visibility of, 242

looking up word definitions with
NOOK, 228

organizing, 224

readability by device, 349

reading

with Calibre, 322

with NOOK, 225-227

with NOOK app, 268-269

with NOOK for iPad app, 
276-277

with NOOK Kids for iPad app,
306-309

with NOOK Study app, 293-297

searching for with Calibre, 342

selling. See PubIt

sideloading with Calibre, 320-321

sorting in Library, 40-42

editing

highlights in NOOK for PC app, 264

metadata in Calibre, 317-319

notes in NOOK for PC app, 264

notes/highlights

in NOOK, 236

in NOOK Tablet, 96-97

Email app, using on NOOK Tablet, 
130-134

email on NOOK Tablet, 130-134

Account button, 133

Compose button, 132-133
enabling Wi-Fi access, 214
enhanced NOOK Books, reading, 60-61
EPUB format, 338, 341
Erase & Deregister Device section

(NOOK), 214
Excel documents, reading on NOOK

Tablet, 69
exporting images for

wallpaper/screensavers, 347

F
Facebook

linking to, 29, 216-217

posting to, 155

sharing, 239

from Library/Reading Tools, 240

from Text Selection toolbar, 241

file formats

ADE (Adobe Digital Editions), 
338-339

audio files for NOOK Tablet, 101

EPUB format, 338, 341

for ebooks, converting with 
Calibre, 323

for images, 18, 211
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for NOOK, 337

for NOOK Color, 337

readability by device, 349
files, playing video files on NOOK 

Tablet, 120-121
finding images on NOOK Tablet, 17
firmware

on NOOK Tablet, 20

updating, 214
Flash content, support for, 142
fonts

adjusting 

in NOOK Kids for iPad app,
309-311

in NOOK app, 270-273

changing for NOOKbooks, 227

size, adjusting in NOOK Tablet, 
55-57

forgetting Wi-Fi hotspot connections
(NOOK Tablet), 6

friends, adding in NOOK Friends, 242
Friends screen (My NOOK Library), 

329-330

G
Gallery (NOOK Tablet), 136-137
games, playing on NOOK Tablet

chess, 125-126

Sudoku, 140-142
gestures

on NOOK, 205

on NOOK Tablet, 1-2
Google Contacts

linking to, 30, 216-217

sharing with, 241
Grid View (Library), 221

H
highlights

adding

in NOOK, 236

in NOOK app, 273-274

in NOOK for iPad app, 281-282

in NOOK for PC app, 262

in NOOK Kids for iPad app, 311

NOOK Study app, 298

in NOOK Tablet, 94-95

defined, 93, 235

deleting in NOOK, 236-237

editing

in NOOK for PC app, 264

in NOOK Tablet, 96-97

sharing, 93, 235

support for, 93

viewing in NOOK, 236-237

viewing in NOOK for PC app, 262
Home button

NOOK, 206

NOOK Tablet, 9, 26
Home screen, 37

digital publications, opening, 37

NOOK, 219-220

NOOK Tablet, 10-11
hotspot connections

for NOOK, 207-208

for NOOK Tablet, 5-6
hotspots

B&N, 175-179

disconnecting from, 208
HTML files, reading on NOOK Tablet, 70
Hulu Plus

comparing with Netflix, 109

streaming videos to NOOKTablet,
110, 113-119
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I
icons, removing from Home screen, 38
images

copying to NOOK, 212

cropping for wallpaper/screensavers,
346

exporting for wallpaper/screensavers,
347

file formats, 18, 211

finding on NOOK Tablet, 17

resizing for wallpaper/screensavers,
211, 345-347

viewing with My Media app, 135-137
importing ebooks into NOOK for PC 

app, 264-265
installing

applications

on NOOK Simple Touch, 255

on rooted NOOK Color, 201

microSD cards

for NOOK, 217-218

for NOOK Tablet, 33-35

NOOK Study app, 289
Internet, browsing with NOOK Tablet,

142-147
iPad

NOOK for iPad app, 275-276

ebooks, reading, 276-277

fonts, adjusting, 278-281

magazines, read ing, 282-284

newspapers, read ing, 286-288

NOOK Kids for iPad app, 303-304

ebooks, reading, 306-309

fonts, adjusting, 309-311

Go To menu, 312

highlights, adding, 311

Parents option, 313-314

item details, viewing on NOOK, 223-225

J-K-L
Keyboard menu (NOOK Tablet), 26

Landscape mode (NOOK Tablet),
switching to Portrait mode, 55

lending ebooks

on NOOK, 231-234

on NOOK Tablet, 83-91
LendMe feature

on NOOK, 231-234

on NOOKStudy app, 301

on NOOK Tablet, 83-87

visibility of, 242
LendMe NOOKextra app, 88-91
libraries, ebooks from, 341-343
Library, 38-39

Apps screen, 48

Books button, 40-44

ebooks, sorting, 40-42

Magazines screen, 46-48

My Kids screen, 49

My Stuff screen, 49-53

Newspapers screen, 48

NOOK, 220-224

NOOK Study app, adding files to,
301-303

sharing to Facebook, 240

View Details screen, 44-46
Library screen (My NOOKLibrary), 

326-327
linking to Facebook/ Google /Twitter

Contacts, 216-217
List View (Library), 221
loading content into PubIt, 334-336
looking up word definitions, 58-59
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M
magazines

notes/highlights support, 93

readability by device, 349

reading

on NOOK, 228

on NOOK for iPad app, 282-284

on NOOK Tablet, 61-63

sampling, 246
Magazines screen (Library), 46-48
Manage My NOOK screen (My NOOK

Library), 331
managing subscriptions in My NOOK

Library, 327
memory statistics (NOOK), 213
metadata

editing in Calibre, 317-319

overwriting, 322
microSD cards, installing and using

for NOOK, 217-218

for NOOK Tablet, 33-35
Microsoft Office documents, reading

on NOOK, 219

on NOOK Tablet, 67-70
More in Store, 175
music, playing on NOOK Tablet, 138-140
Music Player, 102-105
My Files screen (NOOK), 225
My Kids screen (Library), 49
My Library screen (NOOK Study app),

291-294
My Media (NOOK Tablet), 135-137
My NOOK Library

accessing, 325

content, downloading, 329

Friends screen, 329-330

Library screen, 326-327

Manage My NOOK screen, 331

NOOK app, 267-268

Recommendations screen, 331

recommending tools, 327

reviewing tools, 327

subscriptions, managing, 327

N
navigating NOOK Study app, 290-294
Netflix

comparing with Hulu Plus, 109

streaming videos to NOOK Tablet,
110-112

news subscriptions with Calibre, 322-323
newspapers

readability by device, 349

reading

on NOOK, 228

on NOOK for iPad app, 286-288

on NOOK Tablet, 65

sampling, 246
Newspapers screen (Library), 48
NOOK

ADE (Adobe Digital Editions), 338-
339

battery life, 208-210

bookmarks in, 237

borrowing ebooks, 234

cleaning touchscreen, 210

customizing

About Your NOOK section, 213

Available Storage section, 213

Battery section, 213

decals, 213

Device Info section, 213-214

Erase & Deregister Device
section, 214

Reader section, 215
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Screen section, 215

screensavers, 211-213

SD Card section, 213

Search section, 217

Settings menu, 213

Shop section, 215

Social section, 216-217

Time section, 215

Wireless section, 214

Facebook sharing, 239

from Library/Reading Tools, 240

from Text Selection toolbar, 241

file formats, 337

formats readable on, 349

gestures, 205

Home button, 206

Home Screen, 219-220

lending ebooks, 231-234

Library, 220-224

microSD cards, installing and using,
217-218

Microsoft Office documents, 
reading, 219

My Files, 225

NOOK Books

changing text font/size, 227

looking up word definitions, 228

reading, 225-227

notes/highlights

adding, 236

deleting, 236-237

editing, 236

viewing, 236-237

Page Turn buttons, 206

Power button, 206

registering, 206-207

resetting, 214

shopping on

browsing NOOK Store, 243

in B&N stores, 246-247

sampling/buying content, 
44-246

searching NOOK Store, 244

sideloading ADE content, 339-340

subscription content, reading, 228

Wi-Fi hotspot connections, 207-208
NOOK app

Book Details screen, 269-270

ebooks, reading, 268-269

fonts, adjusting, 270-273

highlights, adding, 273-274

My NOOK Library, 267-268

notes, adding, 273-274
NOOK Apps

Chess, playing on NOOK Tablet,
125-126

Contacts, using on NOOK Tablet,
126-127

crossword puzzles, playing on
NOOK Tablet, 128-129

Email, using on NOOK Tablet, 
130-134

NOOK Books

readability by device, 349

reading, 225-227

text font/size, changing, 227

word definitions, looking up, 228
NOOK Books for Kids, 77-79

Read and Record, 79-81

readability by device, 349

thumbnails, displaying, 78
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NOOK Color

ADE (Adobe Digital Editions), 
338-339

applications, installing on rooted
device, 201

borrowing ebooks, 87

converting Word/TXT files for, 337

file formats, 337

formats readable on, 349

rooting, 181-183, 195-201

sideloading ADE content, 339-340

unrooting, 202-203
NOOK Extras, 123-125

chess, 125-126

Contacts, 126-128

crossword puzzles, 128-129

email, 130-134

Account button, 133

Compose button, 132-133

Pandora, 138-140

photo gallery, 136-137

Sudoku, 140-142
NOOK for iPad app, 275-276

ebooks, reading, 276-277

fonts, adjusting, 278-281

highlights, adding, 281-282

magazines, reading, 282-284

newspapers, reading, 286-288

notes, adding, 281-282
NOOK for Mac app, shelves, 260
NOOK for PC app

configuring, 266

ebooks, importing, 264-265

highlights

adding, 262

editing, 264

viewing, 262

notes

adding, 262

editing, 264

viewing, 262

reading items, 261-262
NOOK Friends app, 124, 162-166, 

241-242
NOOK Kids for iPad app, 303-304

ebooks, reading, 306-309

fonts, adjusting, 309-311

Go To menu, 312

highlights, adding, 311

Parents option, 313-314
NOOK Simple Touch

applications, installing on rooted
device, 255

rooting, 249-252

unrooting, 256
NOOK Store

browsing 

on NOOK, 243

on NOOK Tablet, 169-170

content

purchasing, 170-174, 244-246

sampling, 170-174, 244-246

searching, 244

shopping from your computer, 
174-175

shopping on NOOK Tablet, 167-169
NOOK Study app, 288

courses, creating, 291

ebooks, reading, 293-297

files, adding to library, 301-303

formats readable on, 349

highlights, adding, 298

installing, 289

LendMe feature, 301

My Library screen, navigating, 
291-294
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navigating, 290

notes, adding, 299-300
NOOK Tablet, 53-54

Android Market, accessing, 191-193

audio files, 101

audiobooks, playing, 107

B&N hotspots, accessing, 175-179

battery life, 5-7

bookmarks in, 98-99

chess, playing, 125-126

cleaning touchscreen, 9

comics, reading, 61-63

Contacts app, 126-127

crossword puzzles, playing, 128-129

customizing

decals, 18

Device Info menu, 19-21

Home menu, 26

Keyboard menu, 26

Reader menu, 31

Screen menu, 21-22

Search menu, 31-33

Security menu, 24

Settings screen, 18

Shop menu, 28-29

Social menu, 29-30

Sounds menu, 22-23

Time menu, 23

wallpaper, 15-18

Email app, 130-134

font size, adjusting, 55-57

gestures, 1-2

Home button, 9

Home screen, 10-11

HTML files, reading, 70

magazines, reading, 61-63

microSD cards, installing and using,
33-35

Microsoft Office documents, reading,
67-70

music, playing, 138-140

Music Player, 102-105

My Media, 135-137

newspapers, reading, 65

NOOK extras, 123-125

Chess, 125-126

Contacts, 126-128

crossword puzzles, 128-129

email, 130-134

Pandora, 138-140

photo gallery, 136-137

Sudoku, 140-142

NOOK Store

browsing, 169-170

content, purchasing, 170-174

content, sampling, 170-174

shopping, 167-168

notes/highlights

adding, 94-95

editing, 96-97

Page Perfect books, reading, 74

PDFs, reading, 71-74

podcasts, playing, 106-107

Power button, 8

Quick Nav Bar, 11

Quick Settings screen, 12

reading options, customizing, 57

reading orientation, changing, 55

registering, 3-4

resetting, 24

rooting, 181-191

setup, 2-4

sideloaded content, 20

sleeping, 7
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Sudoku, playing, 140-142

Status Bar, 11-12

Twitter support, 161

unrooting, 194-195

video, streaming, 110-118

video files, playing, 120-121

volume buttons, 9

web browsing, 142-152

Bookmarks screen, 147-149

configuring, 150-152

Wi-Fi hotspot connections, 5-6

word definitions, looking up, 58-59

notes, 94, 235

adding

in NOOK, 236

in NOOK app, 273-274

in NOOK for iPad app, 281-282

in NOOK for PC app, 262

in NOOK Study app, 299-300

in NOOK Tablet, 94-95

deleting in NOOK, 236

editing

in NOOK, 236

in NOOK for PC app, 264

in NOOK Tablet, 96-97

sharing, 93, 235

support for, 93

viewing 

in NOOK, 236-237

in NOOK for PC app, 262

O
Office documents, reading on NOOK, 219
online library (NOOK for PC app),

sorting, 259-260

opening digitial publications from Home
Screen, 37

organizing ebooks on NOOK, 224
orientation, adjusting on NOOK Tablet,

21, 55
Overdrive, 341-343
overwriting metadata, 322

P
page control buttons, customizing, 215
Page Perfect books, reading on NOOK

Tablet, 74
Page Turn buttons (NOOK), 206
Pandora, playing music on NOOK Tablet,

138-140
Parents option (NOOK Kids for iPad app),

313-314
PDFs, reading on NOOK Tablet, 71-74
Photo Gallery (NOOK Tablet), 17, 

136-137
photos, viewing with My Media app, 

135-137
Picasa, 345-347
Pinch and Zoom In/Out gestures, 1
playing

audio files on NOOK Tablet, 101

audiobooks on NOOK Tablet, 107

chess on NOOK Tablet, 125-126

crossword puzzles on NOOK Tablet,
128-129

music on NOOK Tablet, 138-140

podcasts on NOOK Tablet, 106-107

Sudoku on NOOK Tablet, 140-142

video files on NOOK Tablet, 120-121
podcasts, playing on NOOK Tablet, 

106-107
Portrait mode (NOOK Tablet), switching

to Landscape mode, 55
posting to Facebook wall, 155
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Power button

on NOOK, 206

on NOOK Tablet, 8
PowerPoint documents, reading on NOOK

Tablet, 69
prerequisites for rooting devices

NOOK Color, 196-198

NOOK Simple Touch, 251-252
Press and Hold gesture, 1
PubIt, 333

configuring, 333-334

loading content into, 334-336

terms and conditions, 333-334
purchasing content from NOOKStore,

170-175

Q-R
Quick Nav Bar (NOOK Tablet), 11
Quick Settings screen (NOOK Tablet), 12

Read and Record (NOOK Books for Kids,
79-81

Reader menu 

NOOK, 215

NOOK Tablet, 31
reading

comics on NOOK Tablet, 61-63

ebooks

with Calibre, 322

with NOOK app, 268-269

with NOOK for iPad app, 
276-277

with NOOK Study app, 293-297

enhanced NOOK Books, 60-61

HTML files on NOOK Tablet, 70

magazines on NOOK Tablet, 61-63

magazines 

with NOOK for iPad app, 
282-284

with NOOK Tablet, 61-63

Microsoft Office documents

with NOOK, 219

with NOOK Tablet, 67-70

newspapers

with NOOK for iPad app, 
286-288

with NOOK Tablet, 65

NOOK Books, 225-227

NOOK Tablet options, 
customizing, 57

Page Perfect books on NOOK 
Tablet, 74

PDFs on NOOK Tablet, 71-74

subscription content on NOOK, 228
Reading Tools, 226-227

Facebook, sharing to, 240

Share button, 158-160
Recommendations screen (My NOOK

Library), 331
recommending tools, My NOOK 

Library, 327
registering

NOOK, 206-207

NOOK Tablet, 3-4
removing icons from Home screen, 38
resetting

NOOK, 214

NOOK Tablet, 24
resizing images for

wallpaper/screensavers, 211, 345-347
reviewing tools, My NOOK Library, 327
rooted devices, installing applications

NOOK Simple Touch, 255

NOOKColor, 201
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rooting

NOOKColor, 181-201

NOOK Simple Touch, 249-255

NOOK Tablet, 181-191

S
sampling content

from NOOK Store, 170-174

with NOOK, 244-246
SC Card section (NOOK), 213
Screen section

NOOK, 215

NOOK Tablet, 21-22
screen timeout

adjusting on NOOK Tablet, 22

changing, 215
screensavers

creating images for, 345- 347

for NOOK, 211-213
Scroll gesture, 1, 205
Search button (Library), 220
Search menu on 

NOOK, 217

NOOK Tablet, 31-33
searches, clearing, 217
searching

for ebooks with Calibre, 342

NOOKstore on NOOK, 244
Security menu (NOOK Tablet), 24
selling ebooks. See PubIt
Settings screen

NOOK, 213

NOOK Tablet, 18
setup, NOOK Tablet, 2-4
Share button, 158-161

sharing

notes/highlights, 93, 235

on Facebook, 239

from Library/Reading Tools, 240

from Text Selection toolbar, 241

shelves

NOOK, organizing, 224

NOOK for Mac app, 260
Shop section

NOOK, 215

NOOK Tablet, 28-29
shopping 

B&N stores, 246-247

NOOK Store

from your computer, 174-175

on NOOK, 243-244

on NOOK Tablet, 167-169

sampling/buying content, 244-246
sideloaded content, 320-321

ADE (Adobe Digital Editions), 
339-340

deleting, 52, 225

in My Files (NOOK), 225

in NOOK Tablet, 20
skins for NOOK Tablet, 18, 213
sleep mode

for NOOK, 210

setting timing for, 215
sleep timer, adjusting on NOOK Tablet, 22
sleeping NOOK Tablet, 7
Social menu (NOOK Tablet), 29-30
social networking features

NOOK Friends app, 162-166, 
241-242

Recommend screen, 154

Share button 

Reading Tools toolbar, 158-160

Text Selection toolbar, 160-161
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Twitter, using on NOOK Tablet, 161

View Details screen, 156

visibility of LendMe books, 242
Social section (NOOK), 216-217
Sort button (Library), 221
sorting ebooks in Library, 40-42
Sounds menu (NOOK Tablet), 22-23
sources for ebooks,  EPUB format, 341
Status Bar (NOOK Tablet), 11-12
streaming video to NOOK Tablet, 109-110

Hulu Plus, 113-119

Netflix, 111-112
subscription content

sampling, 246

with Calibre, 322-323
subscriptions, managing in My

NOOKLibrary, 327
Sudoku, playing on NOOK Tablet, 

140-142
surge suppressors, 210
Swipe gestures, 1, 205
Sync button (Library), 220

T
Tap gesture, 1, 205
terms and conditions for PubIt, 333-334
Text Selection toolbar

Share button, 160-161

sharing to Facebook, 241
text size, changing for NOOK Books, 227
thumbnails, displaying in NOOK Books

for Kids, 78
Time section

NOOK, 215

NOOK Tablet, 23
time zone settings (NOOK), 215

touchscreen, cleaning

NOOK, 210

NOOK Tablet, 9
troubleshooting lending ebooks, 232
Twitter

linking to, 30, 216-217

using on NOOK Tablet, 161
Twitter sharing, 241
TXT files

converting for NOOK Color, 337

reading on NOOK, 219
Type button (Library), 220-221

U
unarchiving Library items (NOOK), 224
Unpinch gesture, 1
unrooting

NOOK Color, 202-203

NOOK Simple Touch, 256

NOOK Tablet, 194-195
updating firmware, 214
uploading content into PubIt, 334-336

V
video

playing on NOOK Tablet, 120-121

streaming to NOOK Tablet, 110

Hulu Plus, 113-119

Netflix, 111-112

View Details screen 

Library, 44-46

social networking features, 156
viewing

highlights in NOOK for PC app, 262

item details on NOOK, 223-225
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notes/highlights

in NOOK, 236-237

in NOOK for PC app, 262

in NOOK Tablet, 96-97

photos with My Media app, 135-137
visibility of LendMe books, 242
volume buttons (NOOK Tablet), 9

W
wallpaper

creating images for, 345-347

for NOOK Tablet, 15-18
web browser (NOOK Tablet), 142-152

Bookmarks screen, 147-149

options, 150-152
Wi-Fi access

battery life and

for NOOK, 208

for NOOK Tablet, 5

enabling/disabling, 214

hotspot connections

B&N, 175-179

disconnecting from, 208

for NOOK, 207-208

for NOOK Tablet, 5-6

setup (NOOK Tablet), 3

Wireless section

NOOK, 214

NOOK Tablet, 21
word definitions, looking up on 

NOOK, 228
Word documents

converting for NOOK Color, 337

reading

on NOOK, 219

on NOOK Tablet, 67

X-Y-Z
zooming on NOOK Tablet, 1
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